A facile route to metal nitride clusterfullerenes by using guanidinium salts: a selective organic solid as the nitrogen source.
Using guanidinium salts 1 and 2 as the new nitrogen sources, metal nitride clusterfullerenes (NCFs) based on a variety of metals (Dy, Sc, Y, Gd, Lu, and mixed metals Sc/Dy, Sc/Gd, Sc/Lu, and Lu/Ce) have been synthesized based on a new "selective organic solid" (SOS) route. The synthesis of Dy-NCFs by using Dy/1 was studied in detail, and the optimum molar ratio of 1/Dy/C has been determined to be 2.5:1:10. For several representative metals such as Sc, Y, Gd, Dy, and Sc/Dy, we quantitatively compared the yield of M(3)N@C(80) synthesized by the SOS route with the reported "reactive gas atmosphere" route, thereby indicating that the yield of M(3)N@C(80) by using 1 could be comparable to that obtained by the reactive gas atmosphere route. Three other nitrogen sources (3-5) were also studied for comparison, which were mixed with Dy metal but did not result in the formation of Dy-NCF. A possible reaction scheme for the solid-state reaction of 1, metal, and graphite is proposed. The SOS route appears to be a general route for the synthesis of NCFs that promises both high selectivity of NCFs and high reproducibility of the fullerene yield. Another advantages of the SOS route compared to the reported "trimetallic nitride template" (TNT) process and the reactive gas atmosphere route is that no additional heating pretreatment is needed, thus simplifying the procedure and being much more facile.